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Understanding human treatment towards nature provides insight into mitigating
human induced environmental issues. This study determines whether individuals’ relationships
with nature (NR), emotions experienced during evidence evaluation, and conservation concern
drive evaluation of arguments made about biodiversity conservation. Although we predicted that
participants with strong NR would exhibit motivated reasoning, resulting in strong argumentevaluation skills as they evaluate an anti-conservation argument, we found that participants’
emotions during evidence evaluation were more predictive of their argument-evaluation skills.
Further, participants with either low or high conservation concern demonstrated better
argumentation skills. These findings suggest that while fostering strong relationships with nature
may be important, of greater importance is to address emotions experienced when evaluating
evidence. Furthermore, this study indicates a possibility that one’s reasoning about arguments
made about biodiversity conservation may be motivated by how important one deems
conservation to be.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
“Cherish the natural world because you are a part of it, and you depend on it.”
-

David Attenborough

Environmental problems such as global warming, habitat destruction, and pollution have
become topics of discussion across the world, making it evident that human activities play a
major role in degrading nature. It is important to examine humans’ relationship with nature and
their reasoning about biodiversity conservation to better understand the reasons why the
environment is thus being treated. Such understanding provides directions for solutions to
mitigate these problems. As an initiative to address this concern, Nisbet, Zelenski, and Murphy
(2009) developed the Nature Relatedness (NR) Scale. It was proposed to describe individuals’
levels of connectedness to the natural world and encompasses appreciation for and understanding
of our interconnectedness with all other living things on Earth. NR assesses the affective,
cognitive, and experiential aspects of individuals’ connections to nature (Nisbet et al., 2009). It
also predicts love for animals, membership in environmental organizations, self-identification as
an environmentalist, preference for “green” products, and several indicators of well-being (Tam,
2013).
Scientific argumentation is a logical and rational discourse aimed at finding relationships
between claims and evidence (Duschl, Schweingruber & Shouse, 2007). Thus, it plays a central
role in the development, evaluation, and validation of scientific knowledge and is considered an
important practice in distinguishing science from other ways of knowing (Driver, Newton, &
Osborne, 2000; Duschl & Osborne, 2002).
Conceptual change, is the construction of mental representations of concepts and their
interconnections, resulting in the evolution of a learner’s knowledge, conceivably, toward
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knowledge that is consistent with scientific consensus (Chi, 2008). Students who engage in
argumentation with their peers experience enhanced conceptual development, similar to
scientists (Asterhan & Schwarz, 2009). Uncertainty in science arises from errors, including
observational, material, conceptual and discursive errors (Allchin, 2012). When scientists or
students investigate the source of errors in more detail scientific or students’ knowledge can
change (Lee et al., 2014). Scientific argumentation provides students opportunities to explore
sources of their uncertainty by questioning limitations in the design or phenomena under
investigation. This paves the way for conceptual change to occur, compelling the students to
engage in higher levels of argumentation and allowing the evolution of student knowledge. The
Uncertainty-Infused Scientific Argumentation Test (USAT) assesses scientific argumentation
across science topics and disciplines and allows students to engage in argumentations across
levels of uncertainty (Lee et al., 2014).
When addressing humans’ deleterious actions toward nature, understanding how humans
interpret environmental problems allows scientists, environmentalists, and educators to formulate
the best approach for solutions. This study begins exploration of whether individuals evaluate
environmental issues using their emotions, values, attitudes, and/or evidence. Additionally, we
examine argumentation skills as they vary with one’s connection with nature, which will allow
educators to address learners appropriate to how they perceive nature. When someone has an
emotional attachment to nature, what does their evaluation of scientific arguments look like?
And conversely, when someone has a weak relationship with nature, what might their evaluation
of scientific arguments about conservation look like? Answers to these research questions will
help environmental educators understand how scientific arguments are interpreted and evaluated
differently, according to one’s relationship with nature.
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Literature Review
The Human-Nature Relationship
“Disconnection from the natural world may be contributing to our planet’s destruction”
(Nisbet et al., 2009, p. 715). Thus, ways of reconnecting humans to nature has become a point of
interest to many environmental psychologists and environmental education researchers. The
development of several psychological constructs and instruments has played an important role
mitigating environmental issues, using the notion of connection to nature. These instruments
focus on identifying cognitive and emotional aspects of the relationship between humans and
nature, as well as the knowledge that affects the human-nature relationship. Validated
instruments created for measuring this relationship will be briefly reviewed.
One of the earliest investigations of the connection of humans to nature gave rise to the
concept of Emotional Affinity Towards Nature (EATN) by Kals, Schumacher and Montada
(1999). EATN is a concept that considers the ways in which humans embrace various
inclinations toward nature, such as the love of nature and nature protective behavior (Kals,
Schumacher, & Montada, 1999). This construct is measured using a 16-item instrument and calls
attention to how environmental behavior cannot be completely explained solely by knowledge or
beliefs. Kals, et al. (1999) posit an emotional aspect to connection to nature that is different from
cognitive interest and is also predictive of their personal behavior to nature and willingness to
support nature. EATN has been successfully used to predict nature-protective behavior (Kals et
al., 1999).
Connectedness to Nature (CTN), introduced by Mayer and Frantz (2004) also examines
humans’ emotional connection to nature. Measured using a 14-item scale, it refers to the extent
to which people feel affectively connected to nature or have a sense of belonging within the
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environment (Mayer & Frantz, 2004). Like the EATN, CTN predicts environmental behavior
(Mayer & Frantz, 2004). However, Perrin and Benassi (2009) concluded that the CTN actually
measures cognitive beliefs and not emotional connections because, they argue, when reading the
word “feel” in the CTN items, participants use the cognitive definition: “The CNS items used by
Mayer and Frantz (2004) do not tap emotions because they are not internal, mental conditions
with an affect focus, where some CNS items may arguably represent state-like conditions, but
not states” (Perrin & Benassi, 2009, p. 435, emphasis added).
The Inclusion of Nature in the Self scale (INS; Schultz, 2001) measures cognitive aspects
of humans’ relationships with nature. Using the INS construct, strong evidence was found for the
tripartite classification of environmental concerns organized around concern for self, concern for
other people, or concern for the biosphere. The type of concerns an individual possesses is based
on the degree to which they perceive an interconnection between themselves and other people
(altruistic), or between themselves and nature (biospheric) (Schultz, 2001).
Commitment to Nature (COM; Davis, Green, & Reed, 2009) is grounded in the notion
that humans and nature are interdependent, in that the well-being of humans can be affected by
nature and vice versa. They proposed that commitment to the natural environment is a new
theoretical construct that predicts environmental behavior and suggest that taking individuals’
subjective experience of human-nature interdependence into account would better allow us to
predict and influence attitudes and behaviors toward the environment.
While all the above constructs focus on a unidimensional aspect of the human-nature
relationship, the Nature Relatedness scale (NR) created by Nisbet, Zelensky and Murphy (2009)
addresses multiple dimensions on the subject. This study will examine the human-nature
relationship using the construct of nature relatedness measured by the NR Scale which assesses
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the affective, cognitive, and experiential aspects of an individual’s connection to nature. This is a
concept that identifies one’s appreciation for and understanding of the interconnectedness with
all living things on Earth. “Distinct from environmentalism, it is not simply a love for nature for
just the pleasing facets of nature but also the aspects that are not so aesthetically appealing”
(Nisbet et al., 2009, p. 718). The NR Scale captures all components (cognitive, emotional and
physical) involved in the human-nature relationship. The full-length NR Scale includes 21 items
and was found to be too lengthy for some research purposes. Thus, Nisbet and Zelenski (2013)
developed a shorter version of the scale consisting of 6 items. The modified scale retained good
psychometric properties (Nisbet & Zelenski, 2013) and is useful in research contexts where time
or space is limited (Nisbet & Zelenski, 2013) (Appendix A).
Nisbet et al. (2009) suggests that alongside the interest of learning how to increase and
motivate pro-environmental behavior, a more in-depth investigation of the underlying
contributions to environmental concern and caring is necessary. They argue that NR, which
includes emotions, values, attitudes, and self-concept related to the natural world, provides a
motivational force toward the protection and preservation of nature. According to Kaplan (2000),
motivating humans to engage in environmentally responsible activities is not effective if they are
simply told what to do. He suggests that enriching human desire, by giving opportunities to
increase understanding and participation, will be more successful in engaging humans in more
responsible behavior towards nature.
Although multiple scales are used in exploring the human relationship with nature, this
study uses the NR scale because 1) it has a high internal validity across multiple studies 2) it is a
strong predictor of several variables that might be relevant to scientific argumentation and 3) it
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has a strong relationship to environmental behavior, conservation, and self-reported ecological
behavior (Tam, 2013).
Humans’ Conservation Concern for Biodiversity
Several studies have demonstrated the variable preferences of humans towards the
conservation of species. Understanding human preferences towards groups of species is
important in implementing conservation efforts (Batt, 2009). Kellert (1978) showed that variable
preference for species occurs due to: 1. An individual’s prior attitude towards, and values of,
wildlife and nature 2. An individual’s previous experience and knowledge of a species or group.
3. The relationship between species and humans, for example cultural signiﬁcance, utility value
or conservation status. 4. Human perceptions of individual species (in terms of aesthetic value,
assumed intelligence, threat, etc.). Czech et al. (1998) stated that birds and mammals were
favored for conservation over reptiles and invertebrates. Other studies also show that people also
seem to prefer conserving animals that are similar to humans (DeKay & McClelland, 1996).
These studies show that the success of conservation efforts for many species also depend on
human attitudes towards species groups, which demonstrates the importance of human
perceptions to be considered when implementing argumentation tasks related to biodiversity
conservation. In this study, we ask participants to consider conservation of birds and mammals.
These two species groups were selected because both birds and mammals are considered
charismatic species, receiving more attention from humans than fish, reptiles, amphibians and
invertebrates (Colléony et al. 2016).
Scientific Argumentation
Scientific argumentation bridges claim and pieces of evidence, allowing conceptual
development and scientific thinking in students. It can be defined as a complex cognition that
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requires scientific reasoning to coordinate theory and evidence, coupled with critical thinking
about the strength of an argument (Lee et al., 2014). Most educational research focuses on the
scientific reasoning to coordinate theory and evidence, with less emphasis on the critical
reasoning required to evaluate the strength of an argument, which also includes considering
uncertainty (Duschl & Osborne, 2002). Thus, this study utilizes Toulmin’s (1958) taxonomy of
argumentation, which attends to uncertainty during argumentation.
According to Toulmin (1958), arguments can have six structural elements: 1. Claim,
which is the conclusion, 2. Data that supports the claim, 3. Warrants, which are the data that
show the original claim is appropriate 4. Backing, which is explanation for why the warrants
should be trusted or considered valid, 5. Modal qualifiers, which indicate the strength of the
warrant, and 6. Conditions of rebuttal, which indicate instances where the warranted conclusion
would not be sound. Toulmin's framework is widely used in investigations of argumentation.
Lee et al. (2014), also takes Toulmin’s approach to assess argumentation skills of
students. Addressing the gap of importance of critical reasoning in evaluating the strength of an
argument, they introduced a framework which considers both scientific and critical reasoning in
scientific argumentation. They argue that a scientific argumentation may include a claim,
justification of the claim, an uncertainty qualifier, and an uncertainty rationale. They have
adopted Toulmin’s concept into a framework with six levels of argumentation on increasing
levels of sophistication. Level 0 shows non-scientific statements. At level 1, students make a
scientific claim without supporting evidence or relevant knowledge. At level 2, a claim is made
by students that is based on important data or relevant knowledge but without explicit connection
between the two. At level 3, the claim they make is based on coordination between important
evidence and relevant knowledge or theories. At level 4, the strength of the argumentation is
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tempered by acknowledging a degree of uncertainty in the claim. At level 5, the students can
distinguish conditions where their scientific argumentations are held true and recognize
limitations with measurements, current knowledge base/model, and phenomena. Their
assessment framework provides means to assess and document the development of students’
understanding of scientific argumentation elements across scientific topics through time.
Socio-Scientific Issues
Being able to make informed decisions connected to socio-scientific issues promotes
conceptual understanding and engagement in rational argumentation (Lee, 2007). Decisions
made about socio-scientific issues include personal and social dimensions connecting science
with everyday decisions. Millar and Osborne (1998), advocate giving students assistance in
understanding the conceptual and procedural components of science that will allow them to
comprehend and respond critically to science-related media. Thus, formulation of theoretical
models and pedagogic practices to enhance student ability in making informed decisions in
relation to socio-scientific issues has become important among education researchers (Lee,
2007). Socio-scientific issue-based (SSI-based) education has been considered an effective way
to support science learning while developing science literacy (Presley et al., 2013). By using
SSIs, the students learn to build an interrelationship between social, political, and scientific
perspectives, which in turn let them participate in practices such as argumentation, reasoning,
and decision-making (Presley et al., 2013). This study, which is considering students’ decisionmaking in relation to biodiversity conservation, will give insight into how students can be
engaged in scientific argumentation within an environmental context.
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Emotion’s Influence on Argumentation
For most people, goals, such as evaluating information, are emotionally meaningful.
Garcia-Marques and Loureiro (2016) demonstrated that emotions play a part in evidence
evaluation. Similarly, Albarracin and Kumkale, (2003) found that, “if individuals believe that
their feelings are a sound basis for judgment, they use them in forming their attitudes;
[conversely,] if they believe that these feelings are irrelevant, they exclude them from
consideration” (p. 453). Also, emotions can affect goal-pursuits and cognitive control (Chiew &
Braver, 2011). Thus, it is important to examine whether argumentation is influenced by
emotions, which is why, when examining at individuals’ scientific argumentation, we consider
how emotions affect argumentation skills.
Motivated Reasoning
Reasoning about evidence is affected by one’s motivation to believe its conclusion
(Kunda, 1990). “Subjects motivated to disbelieve the evidence are less likely to believe it, and
there is some evidence that this outcome is mediated by differential processing of the
information” (Kunda, 1990, p. 489). For example, in a study by Wyer and Fray (1983), they gave
research participants success and failure feedback on an intelligence test and then later exposed
them to a report that contained favorable and unfavorable information about intelligence tests.
Subjects receiving failure feedback judged intelligence tests to be less valid than the subjects
receiving positive feedback. Similarly, Kunda (1987) had respondents read an article that
claimed caffeine is risky for women. Women who heavily consumed caffeine were less
convinced by this article than the women who consumed less caffeine, demonstrating that only
the women who might experience unflattering judgment of their caffeine consumption doubted
the article’s truth.
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Such studies reflect the concept of motivated reasoning, which is when evaluation of
scientific evidence is biased by whether people want to believe the conclusions (Kunda, 1990).
“Most people are not at a liberty to believe what they want but are constrained by their prior
beliefs” (Kunda, 1990, p. 489). Connecting the concept of motivated reasoning to this research,
students’ argumentation skills related to conservation issues might be motivated by their
relationship to nature. If participants with a strong relationship with nature are confronted with
anti-conservation claim, they may evaluate the argumentation the claim is built upon more
negatively than would individuals with a weaker relationship with nature. If there is such a
difference, it may indicate that evaluation of scientific arguments about environmental issues is
subject to motivated reasoning, such that one’s relationship with nature, not only by the evidence
provided, influences one’s conclusion. Similarly, if participants with a strong relationship with
nature are presented with a pro-conservation claim, they may evaluate the argument more
positively than individuals with a weak relationship with nature. Argument evaluation may be
motivated by one’s relationship to nature. If there is no such difference, then it can be concluded
that their evaluation of the argument is not motivated by their relationship with nature.
Rationale
Scientific argumentation about biodiversity conservation issues can be based on multiple
variables: the relatedness to nature, the emotions governing the argumentation, influence from
motivated reasoning as well as an individual’s feelings about the importance of conservation of
biodiversity. It is important to comprehend the effects from all these variables in the formulation
of higher levels of argumentation skills and to identify which play significant roles in influencing
argumentation evaluation skills.
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In this study, the participants evaluate two claims related to biodiversity conservation,
both of which are said to be backed up by evidence. We also measure participants’ relatedness to
nature, emotions experienced during evidence evaluation, and concern for conservation of
species. This exploration elucidates influences on scientific argumentation skills when evaluating
claims made about biodiversity conservation.
Individuals’ relationships with nature, emotion’s influence on scientific argumentation,
conservation concern for species as well as aspects of scientific argumentation have been
addressed by many authors. However, connecting these concepts together by examining how
people with varying relationships with nature and conservation concerns who are also
experiencing different emotions evaluate scientific arguments about conservation issues has not
been investigated. Thus, this research adds a new perspective to the exploration of scientific
argumentation and bridges several literatures together, for the purpose of yielding a novel
approach to addressing environmental and biodiversity issues.
When addressing humans’ deleterious actions toward nature, understanding how humans
interpret environmental problems will allow scientists, environmentalists, and educators to
comprehend the best approach to developing understanding about the impacts of environmental
problems and steps to mitigate them. This exploration includes examining whether individuals
consider data regarding environmental issues purely based on the available evidence or might
their evaluation of arguments be influenced by their emotions, values, and attitudes, which are
encapsulated in nature relatedness. It is also important to examine their argumentation skills
according to their connection with nature. Comprehending this will allow environmental
educators to address learners at a level of understanding that is more appropriate to how they
perceive nature. When someone has an emotional attachment to nature, what does their
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evaluation of scientific arguments look like? And conversely, when someone has a weak
relationship with nature, how might their evaluation of scientific arguments about conservation
differ from those who have a strong relationship to nature? Answers to these research questions
will help environmental educators understand how scientific arguments are interpreted and
evaluated differently, according to one’s relationship with nature.
In terms of science education, understanding the relationship between scientific
argumentation and nature relatedness coupled with emotions and conservation concern will give
a new insight as to how conservation aspects should be taught in classroom and how scientific
argumentation skills of students can be improved by giving them a chance to get involved in
argumentation tasks related to nature aspects. Thus, greater awareness on nature related issues as
well as upgrading scientific argumentation skills of students within a classroom environment will
be expected as merits of this study.
Hypotheses and Predictions
It was hypothesized that participants will exhibit motivated reasoning during evaluation
of arguments related to biodiversity conservation, due to influence of their relationship to nature
and potentially by emotions experienced during evaluation of arguments.
Specifically, it was predicted that:
1. Participants that have a strong connection with nature will exhibit higher quality
argument evaluation skills as they evaluate an anti-conservation argument, compared with their
evaluation of a pro-conservation argument.
2. Participants with a strong connection to nature who experience positive emotions
during evidence evaluation will demonstrate higher quality argument evaluation skills, compared
to participants who experience negative emotions during evidence evaluation.
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CHAPTER II: METHODOLOGY
Participants
Participants for this research were 236 undergraduate students from Illinois State
University. They were recruited via email by using the university mass email listserv. The email
included a cover letter with a link to Qualtrics, through which the questionnaire was
administered in the spring of 2019.
Data Collection
Relationship to nature was measured using the short version of the NR scale (Nisbet &
Zelenski, 2013), which consists of six statements on which participants rate degree of agreement
using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (disagree strongly) to 5 (agree strongly) (Nisbet et al.,
2009).
Scientific argumentation skills were measured using a version of the USAT (Lee
et al., 2014), modified to focus solely on argumentation about biodiversity conservation. The
USAT (Lee et al., 2014) was based on Toulmin’s (1958) taxonomy of argumentation and allows
identification of six levels (0-5) of scientific argumentation skills among students, on a
continuum toward increasing sophistication (Lee et al., 2014; Table 1).
Level 0 represents non-scientific statements. At level 1, the scientific claim is made
without supporting evidence or relevant knowledge. At level 2, a claim is based on important
data or relevant knowledge but without explicit connection between the data and the claim. At
level 3, the claim is supported by coordination between evidence and relevant knowledge or
theories. At level 4, the strength of the argumentation is tempered by acknowledgment of a
degree of uncertainty in the claim. At level 5, there is a distinction between conditions where
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their scientific arguments are held true and when they are not and a recognition of limitations
with measurements, current knowledge base or model, and phenomena.
The questionnaire designed for this study (Appendix B) had three main components: 1)
Items measuring participants’ evaluation of scientific arguments, 2) The 6-item NR scale, 3)
Demographic questions that ask about major, year of birth, race and ethnicity, gender, details on
their hometown (e.g., rural vs. urban), and whether they voted in the last election (Appendix C).
Qualtrics was programmed to assign the two argumentation tasks randomly, such that both
participants received both items but in a random order.
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Table 1: Construct map, modified from Lee et al. (2014), for scientific argumentation involving claim, justification, uncertainty rating,
and uncertainty rationale, corresponding to levels 0-5 argumentation. Examples of each argumentation score from this study are
provided.
Description of the level
Toulmin (1958)
Response Characteristics
Exemplar from this Study (Scenario 1:
Evaluation of anti-conservation claim)
Level 0: Non-Scientific
I love these animals
Level 1: Scientific Claim
Claim
Students think scientific claims
can be made without support of
Jordan is wrong
evidence
Level 2: Coordination
Claim + data
Students recognize that adequate I disagree because for most of the
between claim and evidence
evidence is needed to support a
animals, a percentage higher than 80%
claim
was traded which is a big percentage
Level 3: Reasoned
Claim + data +
Students can use theory or
I disagree because for most of the
coordination between claim
warrant/backing
established knowledge to
animals a high percentage of the wild
and evidence
coordinate claim and evidence
population is traded and if this continues
these species will become extinct in the
wild
Level 4: Modified, reasoned
Claim + data +
Students recognize the
It could be correct if these animals
coordination between claim
warrant/backing + uncertainty of claim given the
continued to reproduce but based on the
and evidence
qualifier
strength of warrants
percentage that is traded that seems
unlikely
Level 5: Conditional,
Claim + data +
Students recognize conditions
If he took it from a large sample of data
modified, reasoned
warrant/backing + that the current claim may not be around the world and not just from one
coordination between claim
qualifier +
held by analyzing limitations
area.
and evidence
conditions of
related to measurements, current
rebuttal
theory/model, and phenomena
under investigation

The portion of the survey measuring participants’ evaluation of scientific arguments
began with an item that asked participants to rank (0-10) the importance of conservation of
primates, carnivores, and birds. Then participants were posed two scenarios addressing
biodiversity conservation, specifically conservation of these groups of organisms. Each scenario
included a data table, a photo representing the taxon discussed in the scenario, and text of the
prompt. Both scenarios presented to participants authentic, published data focusing on the
conservation of primates, carnivores, and birds. Each scenario states that one of two characters,
Jordan or Jaime, makes a claim that is said to be based upon the data provided. Jaime puts forth a
pro-conservation claim that supports biodiversity conservation that Jaime claims is, based on the
data provided in the scenario. Jordan puts forth an anti-conservation claim that is not in favor of
biodiversity conservation that Jordan claims is, based on the data provided in that scenario.
Participants were asked to evaluate the validity of the claim, based on their own evaluation of the
data. We used gender neutral names to reduce influence of participants’ biases about which
gender is more capable of data evaluation. Participants’ responses allowed for identification of
the level of argumentation evaluation, according to Lee et al.’s (2014) levels (Table 1).
The claim purported to be based on the presented data was followed by an item asking for
the participants’ degree of agreement (strongly agree to strongly disagree) with Jaime/Jordan.
Then, in a close-ended question, participants were asked to identify why they agreed or
disagreed; response choices corresponded to argumentation levels 0-3. Response choices were
ordered randomly. Following the close-ended questions for which the response choices were
matched to levels 0-3, participants were asked to comment on the circumstances under which the
claim may or may not be true. If participants scored an argumentation level of 3 on the close
ended question, these open-ended questions were coded to an argumentation level of 4 or 5.
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Level 4 demonstrated a participant’s recognition of the uncertainty of Jordan/Jaime’s
claim, given the strength of the warrants, while Level 5, the highest level of argumentation,
demonstrated a participant’s recognition of conditions that the claim may not be true by
analyzing limitations related to measurement or the phenomenon under investigation.
Immediately following each scientific argumentation scenario, participants were asked to
report on emotions (i.e., angry sad, frustrated, happy, satisfied, pleased) experienced during
evidence evaluation, which was measured on a scale from -10 to +10, where negative values
indicated negative emotions and positive values indicated positive emotions experienced during
evidence evaluation.
Data Analysis
The responses of the NR scale ranged from 1-5. Scores for all six items for each
respondent were averaged to capture their nature relatedness (Nisbet et al., 2009).
Coding of the open-ended questions were carried out by two coders. Percent agreement
between the two coders was initially 70.0% for scenario 1 and 67.2% for scenario 2.
Disagreements were resolved through discussion to reach a consensus.
Initially, an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was planned, using SPSS version 26
software, to compare participants who agreed or disagreed with the pro-conservation stance
across the two scenario types (pro- or anti-conservation), using NR (1-5), emotion during
evidence evaluation (-10 to 10), and conservation concern (0-10) as covariates and
argumentation scores (0-5) as the response variable. However, the 2x2 contingency table
depicting the frequency distribution of participants who agreed or disagreed across the two
scenarios revealed sample sizes that deemed to be too small for an ANCOVA to be carried out
(Table 2).
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Table 2: 2 X 2 contingency table depicting frequency distributions of participants who
agreed or disagreed for each scenario.
Scenario 1 (Anti-conservation)
Disagree
Agree
Total
Disagree 7
6
13
Scenario 2
Agree
159
64
223
(Pro-conservation)
Total
166
70
236

Thus, it was decided to perform two separate multiple regressions for each scenario. The
curve estimation function in SPSS v. 26 revealed that the conservation concern variable did not
have a nonlinear relationship with argumentation skills in both scenarios and thus was removed
from the multiple regression model. A separate regression analysis was carried out to elucidate
conservation concern predicting argumentation scores. Further, residuals were found to have a
non-normal distribution. Therefore, to elucidate which independent variables (emotion during
evidence evaluation, nature relatedness) predicted argumentation evaluation skills in the two
scenarios (when a pro-conservation claim was made vs. when an anti-conservation claim was
made), separate multiple regression analyses were performed for each scenario with
bootstrapping using 3000 samples, using emotion and nature relatedness to predict
argumentation skills.
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CHAPTER III: WHICH FACTORS INFLUENCE ARGUMENTATION SKILLS ABOUT
BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION?
A manuscript to be submitted to Environment and Behavior
Abstract
Understanding human treatment towards nature provides insight into mitigating human
induced environmental issues. This study determines whether individuals’ relationships with
nature (NR), emotions experienced during evidence evaluation, and conservation concern drive
evaluation of arguments made about biodiversity conservation. Although we predicted that
participants with strong NR would exhibit motivated reasoning, resulting in strong argumentevaluation skills as they evaluate an anti-conservation argument, we found that participants’
emotions during evidence evaluation were more predictive of their argument-evaluation skills.
Further, participants with either low or high conservation concern demonstrated better
argumentation skills. These findings suggest that while fostering strong relationships with nature
may be important, of greater importance is to address emotions experienced when evaluating
evidence. Furthermore, this study indicates a possibility that one’s reasoning about arguments
made about biodiversity conservation may be motivated by how important one deems
conservation to be.
Keywords
Conservation education, nature relatedness, emotions, scientific argumentation, motivated
reasoning
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Introduction
“Cherish the natural world because you are a part of it, and you depend on it.”
-

David Attenborough

Environmental problems such as global warming, habitat destruction, and pollution have
become topics of discussion across the world, making it evident that human activities play a
major role in degrading nature. It is important to examine humans’ relationship with nature and
their reasoning about biodiversity conservation to better understand the reasons why the
environment is thus being treated. Such understanding provides directions for solutions to
mitigate these problems. As an initiative to address this concern, Nisbet, Zelenski, and Murphy
(2009) developed the Nature Relatedness (NR) Scale. It was proposed to describe individuals’
levels of connectedness to the natural world and encompasses appreciation for and understanding
of our interconnectedness with all other living things on Earth. NR assesses the affective,
cognitive, and experiential aspects of individuals’ connections to nature (Nisbet et al., 2009). It
also predicts love for animals, membership in environmental organizations, self-identification as
an environmentalist, preference for “green” products, and several indicators of well-being (Tam,
2013).
Scientific argumentation is a logical and rational discourse aimed at finding relationships
between claims and evidence (Duschl, Schweingruber & Shouse, 2007). Thus, it plays a central
role in the development, evaluation, and validation of scientific knowledge and is considered an
important practice in distinguishing science from other ways of knowing (Driver, Newton, &
Osborne, 2000; Duschl & Osborne, 2002).
Conceptual change, is the construction of mental representations of concepts and their
interconnections, resulting in the evolution of a learner’s knowledge, conceivably, toward
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knowledge that is consistent with scientific consensus (Chi, 2008). Students who engage in
argumentation with their peers experience enhanced conceptual development, similar to
scientists (Asterhan & Schwarz, 2009). Uncertainty in science arises from errors, including
observational, material, conceptual and discursive errors (Allchin, 2012). When scientists or
students investigate the source of errors in more detail scientific or students’ knowledge can
change (Lee et al., 2014). Scientific argumentation provides students opportunities to explore
sources of their uncertainty by questioning limitations in the design or phenomena under
investigation. This paves the way for conceptual change to occur, compelling the students to
engage in higher levels of argumentation and allowing the evolution of student knowledge. The
Uncertainty-Infused Scientific Argumentation Test (USAT) assesses scientific argumentation
across science topics and disciplines and allows students to engage in argumentations across
levels of uncertainty (Lee et al., 2014).
When addressing humans’ deleterious actions toward nature, understanding how humans
interpret environmental problems allows scientists, environmentalists, and educators to formulate
the best approach for solutions. This study begins exploration of whether individuals evaluate
environmental issues using their emotions, values, attitudes, and/or evidence. Additionally, we
examine argumentation skills as they vary with one’s connection with nature, which will allow
educators to address learners appropriate to how they perceive nature. When someone has an
emotional attachment to nature, what does their evaluation of scientific arguments look like?
And conversely, when someone has a weak relationship with nature, what might their evaluation
of scientific arguments about conservation look like? Answers to these research questions will
help environmental educators understand how scientific arguments are interpreted and evaluated
differently, according to one’s relationship with nature.
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The Human-Nature Relationship
“Disconnection from the natural world may be contributing to our planet’s destruction”
(Nisbet et al., 2009, p. 715). Thus, ways of reconnecting humans to nature has become a point of
interest to many environmental psychologists and environmental education researchers. The
development of several psychological constructs and instruments has played an important role
mitigating environmental issues, using the notion of connection to nature. These instruments
focus on identifying cognitive and emotional aspects of the relationship between humans and
nature, as well as the knowledge that affects the human-nature relationship.
The Nature Relatedness scale (NR) created by Nisbet, Zelensky and Murphy (2009)
addresses multiple dimensions on the subject. This study will examine the human-nature
relationship using the construct of nature relatedness measured by the NR Scale which assesses
the affective, cognitive, and experiential aspects of an individual’s connection to nature. This is a
concept that identifies one’s appreciation for and understanding of the interconnectedness with
all living things on Earth. “Distinct from environmentalism, it is not simply a love for nature for
just the pleasing facets of nature but also the aspects that are not so aesthetically appealing”
(Nisbet et al., 2009, p. 718). The NR Scale captures all components (cognitive, emotional and
physical) involved in the human-nature relationship. The full-length NR Scale includes 21 items
and was found to be too lengthy for some research purposes. Thus, Nisbet and Zelenski (2013)
developed a shorter version of the scale consisting of 6 items. The modified scale retained good
psychometric properties (Nisbet & Zelenski, 2013) and is useful in research contexts where time
or space is limited (Nisbet & Zelenski, 2013).
Nisbet et al. (2009) suggests that alongside the interest of learning how to increase and
motivate pro-environmental behavior, a more in-depth investigation of the underlying
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contributions to environmental concern and caring is necessary. They argue that NR, which
includes emotions, values, attitudes, and self-concept related to the natural world, provides a
motivational force toward the protection and preservation of nature. According to Kaplan (2000),
motivating humans to engage in environmentally responsible activities is not effective if they are
simply told what to do. He suggests that enriching human desire, by giving opportunities to
increase understanding and participation, will be more successful in engaging humans in more
responsible behavior towards nature.
Although multiple scales are used in exploring the human relationship with nature, this
study uses the NR scale because 1) it has a high internal validity across multiple studies 2) it is a
strong predictor of several variables that might be relevant to scientific argumentation and 3) it
has a strong relationship to environmental behavior, conservation, and self-reported ecological
behavior (Tam, 2013).
Humans’ Conservation Concern for Biodiversity
Several studies have demonstrated the variable preferences of humans towards the
conservation of species. Understanding human preferences towards groups of species is
important in implementing conservation efforts (Batt, 2009). Kellert (1978) showed that variable
preference for species occurs due to: 1. An individual’s prior attitude towards, and values of,
wildlife and nature 2. An individual’s previous experience and knowledge of a species or group.
3. The relationship between species and humans, for example cultural signiﬁcance, utility value
or conservation status. 4. Human perceptions of individual species (in terms of aesthetic value,
assumed intelligence, threat, etc.). Czech et al. (1998) stated that birds and mammals were
favored for conservation over reptiles and invertebrates. Other studies also show that people also
seem to prefer conserving animals that are similar to humans (DeKay & McClelland, 1996).
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These studies show that the success of conservation efforts for many species also depend on
human attitudes towards species groups, which demonstrates the importance of human
perceptions to be considered when implementing argumentation tasks related to biodiversity
conservation. In this study, we ask participants to consider conservation of birds and mammals.
These two species groups were selected because both birds and mammals are considered
charismatic species, receiving more attention from humans than fish, reptiles, amphibians and
invertebrates (Colléony et al. 2016).
Scientific Argumentation
Scientific argumentation bridges claim and pieces of evidence, allowing conceptual
development and scientific thinking in students. It can be defined as a complex cognition that
requires scientific reasoning to coordinate theory and evidence, coupled with critical thinking
about the strength of an argument (Lee et al., 2014). Most educational research focuses on the
scientific reasoning to coordinate theory and evidence, with less emphasis on the critical
reasoning required to evaluate the strength of an argument, which also includes considering
uncertainty (Duschl & Osborne, 2002). Thus, this study utilizes Toulmin’s (1958) taxonomy of
argumentation, which attends to uncertainty during argumentation.
According to Toulmin (1958), arguments can have six structural elements: 1. Claim,
which is the conclusion, 2. Data that supports the claim, 3. Warrants, which are the data that
show the original claim is appropriate 4. Backing, which is explanation for why the warrants
should be trusted or considered valid, 5. Modal qualifiers, which indicate the strength of the
warrant, and 6. Conditions of rebuttal, which indicate instances where the warranted conclusion
would not be sound. Toulmin's framework is widely used in investigations of argumentation.
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Lee et al. (2014), also takes Toulmin’s approach to assess argumentation skills of
students. Addressing the gap of importance of critical reasoning in evaluating the strength of an
argument, they introduced a framework which considers both scientific and critical reasoning in
scientific argumentation. They argue that a scientific argumentation may include a claim,
justification of the claim, an uncertainty qualifier, and an uncertainty rationale. They have
adopted Toulmin’s concept into a framework with six levels of argumentation on increasing
levels of sophistication. Level 0 shows non-scientific statements. At level 1, students make a
scientific claim without supporting evidence or relevant knowledge. At level 2, a claim is made
by students that is based on important data or relevant knowledge but without explicit connection
between the two. At level 3, the claim they make is based on coordination between important
evidence and relevant knowledge or theories. At level 4, the strength of the argumentation is
tempered by acknowledging a degree of uncertainty in the claim. At level 5, the students can
distinguish conditions where their scientific argumentations are held true and recognize
limitations with measurements, current knowledge base/model, and phenomena. Their
assessment framework provides means to assess and document the development of students’
understanding of scientific argumentation elements across scientific topics through time.
Socio-Scientific Issues
Being able to make informed decisions connected to socio-scientific issues promotes
conceptual understanding and engagement in rational argumentation (Lee, 2007). Decisions
made about socio-scientific issues include personal and social dimensions connecting science
with everyday decisions. Millar and Osborne (1998), advocate giving students assistance in
understanding the conceptual and procedural components of science that will allow them to
comprehend and respond critically to science-related media. Thus, formulation of theoretical
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models and pedagogic practices to enhance student ability in making informed decisions in
relation to socio-scientific issues has become important among education researchers (Lee,
2007). Socio-scientific issue-based (SSI-based) education has been considered an effective way
to support science learning while developing science literacy (Presley et al., 2013). By using
SSIs, the students learn to build an interrelationship between social, political, and scientific
perspectives, which in turn let them participate in practices such as argumentation, reasoning,
and decision-making (Presley et al., 2013). This study, which is considering students’ decisionmaking in relation to biodiversity conservation, will give insight into how students can be
engaged in scientific argumentation within an environmental context.
Emotion’s Influence on Argumentation
For most people, goals, such as evaluating information, are emotionally meaningful.
Garcia-Marques and Loureiro (2016) demonstrated that emotions play a part in evidence
evaluation. Similarly, Albarracin and Kumkale, (2003) found that, “if individuals believe that
their feelings are a sound basis for judgment, they use them in forming their attitudes;
[conversely,] if they believe that these feelings are irrelevant, they exclude them from
consideration” (p. 453). Also, emotions can affect goal-pursuits and cognitive control (Chiew &
Braver, 2011). Thus, it is important to examine whether argumentation is influenced by
emotions, which is why, when examining at individuals’ scientific argumentation, we consider
how emotions affect argumentation skills.
Motivated Reasoning
Reasoning about evidence is affected by one’s motivation to believe its conclusion
(Kunda, 1990). “Subjects motivated to disbelieve the evidence are less likely to believe it, and
there is some evidence that this outcome is mediated by differential processing of the
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information” (Kunda, 1990, p. 489). For example, in a study by Wyer and Fray (1983), they gave
research participants success and failure feedback on an intelligence test and then later exposed
them to a report that contained favorable and unfavorable information about intelligence tests.
Subjects receiving failure feedback judged intelligence tests to be less valid than the subjects
receiving positive feedback. Similarly, Kunda (1987) had respondents read an article that
claimed caffeine is risky for women. Women who heavily consumed caffeine were less
convinced by this article than the women who consumed less caffeine, demonstrating that only
the women who might experience unflattering judgment of their caffeine consumption doubted
the article’s truth.
Such studies reflect the concept of motivated reasoning, which is when evaluation of
scientific evidence is biased by whether people want to believe the conclusions (Kunda, 1990).
“Most people are not at a liberty to believe what they want but are constrained by their prior
beliefs” (Kunda, 1990, p. 489). Connecting the concept of motivated reasoning to this research,
students’ argumentation skills related to conservation issues might be motivated by their
relationship to nature. If participants with a strong relationship with nature are confronted with
anti-conservation claim, they may evaluate the argumentation the claim is built upon more
negatively than would individuals with a weaker relationship with nature. If there is such a
difference, it may indicate that evaluation of scientific arguments about environmental issues is
subject to motivated reasoning, such that one’s relationship with nature, not only by the evidence
provided, influences one’s conclusion. Similarly, if participants with a strong relationship with
nature are presented with a pro-conservation claim, they may evaluate the argument more
positively than individuals with a weak relationship with nature. Argument evaluation may be
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motivated by one’s relationship to nature. If there is no such difference, then it can be concluded
that their evaluation of the argument is not motivated by their relationship with nature.
Study Rationale
Scientific argumentation about biodiversity conservation issues can be based on multiple
variables: the relatedness to nature, the emotions governing the argumentation, influence from
motivated reasoning as well as an individual’s feelings about the importance of conservation of
biodiversity. It is important to comprehend the effects from all these variables in the formulation
of higher levels of argumentation skills and to identify which play significant roles in influencing
argumentation evaluation skills.
In this study, the participants evaluate two claims related to biodiversity conservation,
both of which are said to be backed up by evidence. We also measure participants’ relatedness to
nature, emotions experienced during evidence evaluation, and concern for conservation of
species. This exploration elucidates influences on scientific argumentation skills when evaluating
claims made about biodiversity conservation.
Individuals’ relationships with nature, emotion’s influence on scientific argumentation,
conservation concern for species as well as aspects of scientific argumentation have been
addressed by many authors. However, connecting these concepts together by examining how
people with varying relationships with nature and conservation concerns who are also
experiencing different emotions evaluate scientific arguments about conservation issues has not
been investigated. Thus, this research adds a new perspective to the exploration of scientific
argumentation and bridges several literatures together, for the purpose of yielding a novel
approach to addressing environmental and biodiversity issues.
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Hypotheses and Predictions
It was hypothesized that participants will exhibit motivated reasoning during evaluation
of arguments related to biodiversity conservation, due to influence of their relationship to nature
and concern for biodiversity conservation. We also hypothesized that emotions experienced
during evaluation of arguments may influence argument evaluation skills. Specifically, it was
predicted that 1. Participants with a strong relationship with nature or high concern for
conservation will exhibit high quality argument evaluation skills as they evaluate an anticonservation argument, while participants with a weak relationship to nature or low concern for
conservation will exhibit high quality argument evaluation skills as they evaluate a proconservation argument. 2. Participants who experience positive emotions during evidence
evaluation will demonstrate higher quality argument evaluation skills, compared to participants
who experience negative emotions during evidence evaluation.

Method
Participants
Participants for this research were 236 undergraduate students from a large Midwestern
university. They were recruited via email by using the university mass email listserv. The email
included a cover letter with a link to Qualtrics, through which the questionnaire was
administered in the spring of 2019.
Data Collection
Relationship to nature was measured using the short version of the NR scale (Nisbet &
Zelenski, 2013), which consists of six statements on which participants rate degree of agreement
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using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (disagree strongly) to 5 (agree strongly) (Nisbet et al.,
2009).
Scientific argumentation skills were measured using a version of the USAT (Lee et al.,
2014), modified to focus solely on argumentation about biodiversity conservation. The USAT
(Lee et al., 2014) was based on Toulmin’s (1958) taxonomy of argumentation and allows
identification of six levels (0-5) of scientific argumentation skills among students, on a
continuum toward increasing sophistication (Lee et al., 2014; Table 3).
Level 0 represents non-scientific statements. At level 1, the scientific claim is made
without supporting evidence or relevant knowledge. At level 2, a claim is based on important
data or relevant knowledge but without explicit connection between the data and the claim. At
level 3, the claim is supported by coordination between evidence and relevant knowledge or
theories. At level 4, the strength of the argumentation is tempered by acknowledgment of a
degree of uncertainty in the claim. At level 5, there is a distinction between conditions where
their scientific arguments are held true and when they are not and a recognition of limitations
with measurements, current knowledge base or model, and phenomena.
The questionnaire designed for this study had three main components: 1) Items
measuring participants’ evaluation of scientific arguments, 2) The 6-item NR scale, 3)
Demographic questions that ask about major, year of birth, race and ethnicity, gender, details on
their hometown (e.g., rural vs. urban), and whether they voted in the last election. Qualtrics was
programmed to assign the two argumentation tasks randomly, such that each participant received
both items but in a random order.
The portion of the survey measuring participants’ evaluation of scientific arguments
began with an item that asked participants to rank (0-10) the importance of conservation of
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primates, carnivores, and birds. Then participants were posed two scenarios addressing
biodiversity conservation, specifically conservation of these groups of organisms. Each scenario
included a data table, a photo representing the taxon discussed in the scenario, and text of the
prompt. Both scenarios presented to participants authentic, published data focusing on the
conservation of primates, carnivores, and birds. Each scenario states that one of two characters,
Jordan or Jaime, makes a claim that is said to be based upon the data provided. Jaime puts forth a
pro-conservation claim that supports biodiversity conservation that Jaime claims is based on the
data provided in the scenario. Jordan puts forth an anti-conservation claim that is not in favor of
biodiversity conservation that Jordan claims is based on the data provided in that scenario.
Participants were asked to evaluate the validity of the claim, based on their own evaluation of the
data. We used gender neutral names to reduce influence of participants’ biases about which
gender is more capable of data evaluation. Participants’ responses allowed for identification of
the level of argumentation evaluation, according to Lee et al.’s (2014) levels (Table 3).
The claim purported to be based on the presented data was followed by an item asking for
the participants’ degree of agreement (strongly agree to strongly disagree) with Jaime/Jordan.
Then, in a close-ended question, participants were asked to identify why they agreed or
disagreed; response choices corresponded to argumentation levels 0-3. Response choices were
ordered randomly.
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Table 3: Construct map, modified from Lee et al. (2014), for scientific argumentation involving claim, justification, uncertainty rating,
and uncertainty rationale, corresponding to levels 0-5 argumentation. Examples of each argumentation score from this study are
provided.
Description of the level
Toulmin (1958)
Response Characteristics
Exemplar from this Study (Scenario 1:
Evaluation of anti-conservation claim)
Level 0: Non-Scientific
I love these animals
Level 1: Scientific Claim
Claim
Students think scientific claims
can be made without support of
Jordan is wrong
evidence
Level 2: Coordination
Claim + data
Students recognize that adequate I disagree because for most of the
between claim and evidence
evidence is needed to support a
animals, a percentage higher than 80%
claim
was traded which is a big percentage
Level 3: Reasoned
Claim + data +
Students can use theory or
I disagree because for most of the
coordination between claim
warrant/backing
established knowledge to
animals a high percentage of the wild
and evidence
coordinate claim and evidence
population is traded and if this continues
these species will become extinct in the
wild
Level 4: Modified, reasoned
Claim + data +
Students recognize the
It could be correct if these animals
coordination between claim
warrant/backing + uncertainty of claim given the
continued to reproduce but based on the
and evidence
qualifier
strength of warrants
percentage that is traded that seems
unlikely
Level 5: Conditional,
Claim + data +
Students recognize conditions
If he took it from a large sample of data
modified, reasoned
warrant/backing + that the current claim may not be around the world and not just from one
coordination between claim
qualifier +
held by analyzing limitations
area.
and evidence
conditions of
related to measurements, current
rebuttal
theory/model, and phenomena
under investigation

Level 4 demonstrated a participant’s recognition of the uncertainty of Jordan/Jaime’s claim,
given the strength of the warrants, while Level 5, the highest level of argumentation,
demonstrated a participant’s recognition of conditions that the claim may not be true by
analyzing limitations related to measurement or the phenomenon under investigation.
Immediately following each scientific argumentation scenario, participants were asked to
report on emotions (i.e., angry sad, frustrated, happy, satisfied, pleased) experienced during
evidence evaluation, which was measured on a scale from -10 to +10, where negative values
indicated negative emotions and positive values indicated positive emotions experienced during
evidence evaluation.
Data Analysis
The responses of the NR scale ranged from 1-5. Scores for all six items for each
respondent were averaged to capture their nature relatedness (Nisbet et al., 2009).
Coding of the open-ended questions were carried out by two coders. Percent agreement
between the two coders was initially 70.0% for scenario 1 and 67.2% for scenario 2.
Disagreements were resolved through discussion to reach a consensus.
The curve estimation function in SPSS version 26 revealed that conservation concern had
a nonlinear relationship with argumentation skills in both scenarios and thus was removed from
the multiple regression model. A separate regression analysis was carried out to elucidate
conservation concern predicting argumentation scores. Then, to elucidate which independent
variables predicted argumentation evaluation skills, separate multiple regression analyses with
bootstrapping (Ns=3000) were performed for each scenario, using emotion and nature relatedness
to predict argumentation evaluation skills. Bootstrapping was utilized due to violation of the
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normality of errors assumption. Confidence intervals were estimated using the bias corrected
accelerated method.
Results
Participant Demographics
A majority of the participants were sophomores (67.79%), identified themselves as
White/European American (86%), and did not identify as Spanish/Hispanic/Latino (90.25%).
A majority of participants identified as female (69.06%), and about quarter of them were
education majors (23.72%), closely followed by business majors (23.3%). More than half of the
participants described their hometown as suburban (59.74%).
Scenario 1: Evaluation of an Anti-Conservation Claim
In the scenario in which participants were asked to evaluate an anti-conservation claim,
mean argumentation evaluation skills were 2.58+0.98, and mean emotion scores were -4.07+4.10
(Table 4). The bootstrapped multiple regression analysis (Ns=3000) using emotion and nature
relatedness to predict argument evaluation skills revealed a significant effect of emotion
experienced during evidence evaluation; with every 1-point change in emotion, there was a -0.06
change in argument evaluation skills. NR did not have a significant effect on argumentation
evaluation skills (Table 5).
Table 4. Scenario 1 descriptive statistics for argument evaluation skills (AS), nature relatedness
(NR), emotion experienced during evidence evaluation (ES), and conservation importance (CI).
Variable Mean SD
AS
2.58
0.98
NR
3.50
0.74
ES
-4.07 4.10
CS
3.64
3.43
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Table 5. The summary statistics of regression coefficients for bootstrapped regression (Ns=3000)
for scenario 1.
Variable Estimate Mean SE Bias
p95% CI
value
Constant 2.54
0.28 -0.01 <0.01 [2.02, 3.07]
NR
-0.06
0.08 0.00
0.42 [-0.23, 0.10]
ES
-0.06
0.01 0.00
<0.01 [-0.09, -0.04]
The nonlinear regression analysis in which conservation concern was used to predicted
argumentation skills revealed a marginally significant (R2 = 0.02; df = 2, 2330; p = 0.10)
quadratic relationship (y = 2.78 – 0.126x + 0.010x2), such that higher argumentation levels were
observed when students had low or high conservation concern.
Scenario 2: Evaluation of a Pro-Conservation Claim
In the scenario in which participants were asked to evaluate a pro-conservation claim,
mean argumentation evaluation skills were 2.71+1.05, and mean emotion scores were 2.15+5.54
(Table 6). In the multiple regression analysis with bootstrapping (Ns=3000) using emotion and
nature relatedness to predict argumentation skills, no significant predictors for scientific
argumentation were identified (Table 7).
Table 6. Scenario 2 descriptive statistics for argument evaluation skills (AS), nature relatedness
(NR), emotion experienced during evidence evaluation (ES), and conservation importance (CI).
Variable Mean SD
AS
2.71
1.05
NR
3.50
0.74
ES
2.15
5.54
CS
3.64
3.43

Table 7. The summary statistics of regression coefficients for bootstrapped regression (Ns=3000)
for scenario 2.
Variable Estimate SE Bias p95% CI
Mean
value
Constant 2.59
0.31 0.00 0.00 [1.93, 3.2]
NR
0.03
0.88 0.00 0.71 [-0.14, 0.19]
ES
0.01
0.01 0.00 0.57 [-0.017, 0.03]
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Discussion
In this study, we hypothesized that participants would exhibit motivated reasoning during
evaluation of arguments related to biodiversity conservation, due to influence of their
relationship to nature and their conservation concern. We also hypothesized that participants who
experienced positive emotions during evaluation of arguments would exhibit stronger
argumentation skills. However, NR had no statistically significant influence on the levels of
scientific argumentation in either scenario. This non-significant result between NR and scientific
argumentation scores regarding biodiversity conservation issues indicates that having a strong
relationship to nature does not seem to foster motivated reasoning when evaluating scientific
arguments, regardless of whether the claim being made is in favor or in opposition to
biodiversity conservation. These results make sense in light of a recent study conducted by Wang
et. al (2020) in which they sought to understand the relationships among adults’ sustainability
attitudes, psychological well-being, nature relatedness, and interest in scientific issues. This
study revealed that adult interest in scientific issues had a direct effect on adult nature
relatedness, which, in turn, had direct effects on sustainability attitudes and psychological
wellbeing. Given Wang et al.’s (2020) findings, it makes sense that people with strong naturerelatedness do not exhibit motivated reasoning during evidence evaluation. The data-heavy
nature of our questionnaire might have prompted some degree of accuracy-oriented reasoning
among our participants with a strong interest in scientific issues, which co-occurred with a strong
relationship to nature, which could have resulted in the absence of motivated reasoning that we
observed.
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Emotion and Scientific Argumentation
In evaluating the anti-conservation claim, it was found out that the emotions experienced
during argument evaluation had a significant effect on argumentation evaluation skills; as
emotions became more positive, participants’ skills in argument evaluation diminished. This was
only observed in the scenario in which participants were asked to evaluate an anti-conservation
claim, so it is plausible that simply hearing an anti-conservation claim elicited negative
emotions. Indeed, Villata et al. (2017) found that conflicting opinions during debate elicit
negative emotions. Further, these negative emotions seemed to have compelled participants to
evaluate the claim with more skepticism.
Given that emotion experienced during evidence evaluation was the strongest predictor of
argument evaluation skills, we consider the possibility that mathematics anxiety might be at play.
Initially described as mathemaphobia by Gough (1954), the phenomenon of math anxiety is “a
feeling of tension and anxiety that interferes with the manipulation of numbers and the solving of
the mathematical problems in a wide variety of ordinary life and academic situations”
(Richardson & Suinn, 1972, p. 551). Several studies have revealed that children, youth, and
adults can experience mathematics anxiety, which may lead to the disruption of their
mathematical learning and performance, both by causing avoidance of mathematical activities
and by overloading and disrupting working memory during mathematical tasks (Dowker, Sarkar
& Looi, 2016). Females tend to rate themselves lower and to express more anxiety about
mathematics (Else-Quest et al., 2010; Devine et al., 2012). In our study, 69.06% of participants
identified as female. It is plausible that our gender-skewed sample was more prone to
mathematics anxiety. Furthermore, several studies have suggested that ethnic minority students
express more positive attitudes toward mathematics than White students from the USA
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(Catsambis, 1994). Eighty-six percent of our sample identified as White/European American,
which might be behind a possible presence of mathematics anxiety in our sample. Given the
nature of the relationship between emotions and argument evaluation skills in our study,
however, participants who experienced negative emotions during evidence evaluation
demonstrated more sophisticated argument evaluation skills. This observation indicates that
while mathematics anxiety deserves consideration, negative emotions did not seem to hinder
performance, as one would expect if math anxiety were occurring. Thus, we turn to considering
the relationship between cognitive control and emotion.
We consider the possibility that emotions can affect goal pursuits and cognitive control.
According to Chiew and Braver (2011), most of the goals pursued in daily life are emotionally or
motivationally meaningful. Fredrickson (2004) suggested that positive emotions might be an
adaptive signal indicating safety and security in the environment, thus giving freedom to explore
and engage in new opportunities. A study conducted by Isen and Daubman (1984), showed that
induction of positive emotions facilitated creative problem-solving (Isen et al., 1987). Scientific
argumentation, specifically the task of coordinating a data set with a claim, also requires creative
thought (Glassner & Schwarz, 2007). Our study contradicts this trend; positive emotions
experienced during evidence evaluation of the anti-conservation claim gave rise to lower levels
of scientific argumentation skills. So rather than inhibiting creative thought, negative emotions
experienced during evidence-evaluation may have honed argumentation skills, such that
participants were more motivated to build a solid argument that resolved their negative emotions
elicited by the anti-conservation claim.
Further research is needed to examine students’ evaluation of anti-conservation claims.
Previous research indicates that negative emotion can inhibit problem-solving, but our study
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seems to indicate that slightly negative emotions, likely in response to hearing an anticonservation claim, motivated participants to better build a robust rebuttal using evidence. As
environmental educators wanting to help students build the skills necessary to make strong
evidence-based claims and evaluate others’ claims with evidence, we need to find this “sweet
spot” in harnessing emotion to achieve learning goals, such that students are emotionally
invested enough to deeply engage in scientific argumentation but not overwhelmed by negative
emotions elicited by anti-conservation claims. Future research could accomplish this objective
via a deeper exploration of students’ abilities to evaluate data across all types of data (i.e.,
empirical, anecdotal, research findings presented in prose) to better elucidate the origin of
negative emotions experienced during evidence evaluation (i.e., anxiety of interpreting empirical
data versus negative emotions prompted by hearing an anti-conservation claim).
Conservation Concern and Scientific Argumentation
In our study, when students were asked to use the data to analyze the anti-conservation
claim, students who demonstrated the most sophisticated argument evaluation skills had either
very low or very high concern about conservation. This finding indicates that argument
evaluation skills may be ramped up when students feel strongly, either positive or negatively,
about a topic. In the context of this study, strong positive feelings corresponded to viewing
biodiversity conservation as highly important, and strong negative feelings corresponded to
viewing it as not at all important. In other words, one’s concern about conservation, if extreme,
seemed to compel motivated reasoning (Kunda, 1990) when evaluating claims about
conservation decisions. While this conclusion is made with caution, due to the marginal
significance, we feel it is nevertheless important to report due to the damaging ramifications of a
Type II error in this context; there are potential harmful effects of motivated reasoning when
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making such important decisions. We feel that this potential relationship should be explored
further and suggest a more robust measure of conservation concern be used, which to our
knowledge does not yet exist. Nonetheless, a broader measure of environmental concern, such as
the New Ecological Paradigm scale (Dunlap, 2000), could be used as a proxy or adapted to
specifically measure concern for biodiversity conservation.
Analyzing Pro-Conservation Claims
When students used data as evidence to analyze a pro-conservation claim, none of the
variables explored in this study (nature relatedness, conservation concern, emotions experienced
during evidence evaluation) significantly influenced participants’ ability to evaluate the claim.
When trying to understand these findings, human attitudes towards conservation of species
should be taken into account. As explored earlier, several studies have found that humans portray
stronger attitudes in conserving species that are similar to humans (Colléony et al, 2016). A
study conducted by Tisdell et al. (2006) supports this finding, which showed that respondents
appeared to favor the survival of mammals rather than birds or reptiles. In our questionnaire, data
for the pro-conservation scenario was based on aquatic bird species accompanied by an image of
an aquatic bird, while data for the anti-conservation claim was based upon primates and
carnivores, accompanied by an image of a primate. Thus, it is plausible that the participants may
have experienced stronger emotions when evaluating the anti-conservation claim, given that
primates and carnivores were highlighted, while their emotions might not have been as strong
when evaluating the pro-conservation scenario highlighting bird species. Our experimental
design might have created an emotional bias in the anti-conservation scenario. In the future, this
can be resolved by using evidence solely focused on one group of species, so that the bias for
mammals can be controlled.
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Conclusion
The predictions for this study were that participants with a strong relationship with nature
or high concern for conservation would exhibit high quality argument evaluation skills as they
evaluate an anti-conservation argument, while participants with a weak relationship to nature or
low concern for conservation will exhibit high quality evaluation skills as they evaluate a proconservation argument. We also predicted that participants who experience positive emotions
during evidence evaluation will demonstrate higher quality argument evaluation skills, compared
to participants who experience negative emotions during evidence evaluation. However, data
analysis refuted both predictions. No statistically significant relationship was observed between
nature relatedness and argumentation skills in either scenario, and participants who demonstrated
higher levels of scientific argumentation experienced more negative emotions. Further,
participants who demonstrated higher levels of scientific argumentation had extreme
conservation concern (i.e., low or high). Thus, we conclude that emotions experienced during
argument evaluation are important with regard to evaluating anti-conservation claims, but further
research should focus on elucidating the mechanism through which emotions act. Further, we
cautiously conclude that motivated reasoning may be at play when evaluating anti-conservation
claims, due to participants’ strong feelings about conservation’s importance.
This study provides insight into how nature relatedness, conservation concern, and
emotion influence scientific argumentation related to biodiversity conservation. This study
contributes to facilitating perceptions of nature-related scientific issues in more critical and
sophisticated ways, allowing deeper insights to how reasoning about environmental problems
can be taught in classrooms to improve scientific argumentation skills as well as better
understanding of socio-scientific issues among students and general public.
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Limitations and Future Directions
Generalization of this study may be limited to broad groups of students, due to the
demographics of the sample in which the majority of the participants were U.S. college students
who identified as mostly White/European American, female, and from suburban communities.
Thus, findings may not apply to other racial, ethnic, cultural, and international populations.
Future studies should be conducted using a more representative national sample or an
international sample, which will allow more useful comparisons and generalizations. This study
was also restricted to undergraduate students majoring mostly in education or social sciences.
These students’ level of scientific argumentation may not be representative of other majors or
that of graduate students, who are readily involved in research. Thus, a study comprising both
undergraduate and graduate students would enable deeper comparisons across levels of scientific
argumentation skill sets. Finally, limitations to our experimental design call for replication of this
study with a more robust measure of conservation concern and argument-evaluation scenarios
that make use of data describing consistently charismatic taxonomic groups.
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APPENDIX A: THE 6 - ITEM SCALE OF NATURE RELATEDNESS (Nisbet & Zelenski,
2013)
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APPENDIX B: SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTED AMONG THE
PARTICIPANTS
Nature Relatedness and Scientific Argumentation
1. General Question on species conservation
How important do you think it is to protect each of the following groups of organisms
from extinction?
Primates, Carnivores, Birds
Answer choices: 5: Extremely important – Not at all important
2. This section of the questionnaire will present you with two scenarios. In each scenario, you are
given some data in a table and a person's conclusion based on the data in the table. Questions that
follow will ask you about the data and the person's conclusion. The data are purposefully
ambiguous and thus there is no single correct conclusion to be drawn from them. Please attempt
to be thorough when explaining your thoughts and opinions.
The data below show carnivores and primates that were frequently traded as live animals for
personal (e.g. as pets) or commercial purposes (e.g. fur farming) for the years 2006-2012. (Data
from Harrington, L. A. 2015. International commercial trade in live carnivores and primates
2006-2012: Response to Bush et al. 2014. Conservation Biology 29: 293-296). Based on these
data, Jordan concludes that the trade of live carnivores and primates does not have a substantial
effect on the wild populations of these animals.
Please share what you think about Jordan's conclusion in the questions below.
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Scenario 1
a. Indicate the extent to which Jordan's conclusion makes you experience the following
emotions:
Angry, sad, frustrated, happy, satisfied, pleased
Answer choices: from 0 – 10: Not at all (5), Very much (5)
b. To what extent do you agree with Jordan's conclusion, that the trade of live carnivores and
primates does not have a substantial effect on the wild populations of these animals?
Answer choices: 4: Strongly agree – Strongly disagree
# of Animals Traded
Common Name Personal Commercial

% of Wild

# of Animals

Population

Taken from

that was

the Wild per

Traded

Year

Purposes

Purposes

01

123

2%

0-2

Marmosets

14

1612

2%

0-32

Capuchins

05

893

97%

17-183

Pampas foxes

00

501

100%

0-500

107

127

10%

2-10

Kinkajou

01

599

98%

40-109

Tamarins

01

360

90%

14-107

00

2392

94%

200-727

07

804

80%

8-246

Asian shortclawed otters,
African clawless
otters

Lion, tiger,
leopard, Jaguar

Squirrel
monkeys
Fennec foxes
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(i) If the participant chooses answer options strongly agree or somewhat agree they would be
directed to the following question.
Please choose the option that best fits why you agree with Jordan's conclusion that the trade of
live carnivores and primates does not have a substantial effect on the wild populations of these
animals. (The table with data will be reincluded here for the convenience of the participant).
Answer options: 4:
These animals are not important to me.
Jordan's conclusion makes sense to me.
I agree because for the most part, only a small number are taken from the wild each
year, judging from the number of animals taken per year.
I agree because in several cases, only a small percentage of the population is taken.
For example, only 10% of the large cats (lion, tiger, leopard, jaguar) wild population
was taken, which means that 90% of the population remains to reproduce and
maintain the population.
(ii) If the participant chooses answer options somewhat disagree or strongly disagree they would
be directed to the following question.
Please choose the option that best fits why you disagree with Jordan's conclusion that the trade of
live carnivores and primates does not have a substantial effect on the wild populations of these
animals. (The table with data will be reincluded here for the ease of the participant).
Answer options: 4:
I disagree because for most of the animals, a percentage higher than 80% was traded
which is a big percentage.
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I disagree because for most of the animals a high percentage of the wild population is
traded and if this continues these species will become extinct in the wild.
Jordan is wrong.
I love these animals.
(i) If the participant strongly agreed or somewhat agreed they would be directed to the following
question.
Under what conditions if any, might Jordan's conclusion be incorrect? If you believe
there is no possible way Jordan's conclusion could be inaccurate, please just state,
"none."
(ii) If the participant somewhat disagreed or strongly disagreed they would be directed to the
following question.
Under what conditions if any, might Jordan's conclusion be correct? If you believe
there is no possible way Jordan's conclusion could be accurate, please just state,
"none.
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Scenario 2
The data below show density and abundance of aquatic birds in three regions in Alaska: 1. The
National Petroleum Reserve (an area of land on the Alaska North Slope), 2. The Arctic Refuge (a
national wildlife refuge in northeastern Alaska), 3. Prudhoe Bay (located in North Slope
Borough in Alaska) (Data from Bart J, Platte, RM, Andres B, Brown S, Johnson JA, & Larned
W. Importance of the National Petroleum Reserve-Alaska for Aquatic Birds. Conservation
Biology 27: 1304-1312).
Parameter

Density (birds per
square kilometer)

Region
National Petroleum
Reserve
Arctic Refuge
Prudhoe Bay
National Petroleum
Reserve

Population size

Arctic Refuge
Prudhoe Bay

% of Total
Population

National Petroleum
Reserve
Arctic Refuge
Prudhoe Bay

Waterfowl,
Gulls, terns,
loons, Shorebirds jaegers
grebes
22
151
6
10

38

2

29

81

6

667,805

4,540,047

186,579

78,555

307,611

17,708

516,030

1,431,007

100,233

53%

72%

61%

6%

5%

6%

41%

23%

33%

Based on these data, Jaime concludes that the National Petroleum Reserve should not be
subjected to drilling for oil, because it serves as critical habitat for a majority of aquatic bird
populations.
Please share what you think about Jaime's conclusion in the questions below.
a. Indicate the extent to which Jaime's conclusion makes you experience the following emotions:
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Angry, sad, frustrated, happy, satisfied, pleased
Answer choices: from 0 – 10: Not at all (5), Very much (5)
b. To what extent do you agree with Jaime's conclusion, that the National Petroleum Reserve
should not be subjected to drilling for oil, because it serves as critical habitat for a majority of
aquatic bird populations?
Answer choices: 4: Strongly agree – Strongly disagree
(i) If the participant chooses answer options strongly agree or somewhat agree they would be
directed to the following question.
Please choose the option that best fits why you agree with Jaime's conclusion, that the National
Petroleum Reserve should not be subjected to drilling for oil, because it serves as critical habitat
for a majority of aquatic bird populations. (The table with data will be reincluded here for the
convenience of the participant).
Answer options: 4:
I agree because from the data given, it is evident that the number of aquatic bird
populations in the National Petroleum Reserve is high. This means that the National
Petroleum Reserve is important habitat.
I agree because the population size for all birds is highest in the National Petroleum
Reserve.
These birds are beautiful.
Jaime's conclusion just makes sense to me.
(ii) If the participant chooses answer options somewhat disagree or strongly disagree they would
be directed to the following question.
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Please chose the option that best fits why you disagree with Jaime's conclusion that the National
Petroleum Reserve should not be subjected to drilling for oil, because it serves as critical habitat
for a majority of aquatic bird populations. (The table with data will be reincluded here for the
convenience of the participant).
Answer options: 4:
I am not interested in aquatic birds.
I disagree because according to the data, the density of waterfowl, loons, and grebes
higher in Prudhoe Bay than in the National Petroleum Reserve. Thus, Prudhoe Bay is
more important as a habitat.
I disagree because I think Jaime is wrong.
I disagree because the density of waterfowl, loons and grebes is higher in Prudhoe
Bay.
(i) If the participant chooses answer options strongly agree or somewhat agree they would be
directed to the following question.
Under what conditions might Jaime's conclusion be incorrect? If you believe there is
no possible way Jaime's conclusion could be inaccurate, please just state, "none."
(ii) If the participant somewhat disagreed or strongly disagreed they would be directed to the
following question.
Under what conditions might Jaime's conclusion be correct? If you believe there is no
possible way Jaime's conclusion could be accurate, please just state, "none."
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3. Relationship with Nature
For the following questions, please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the
statements. Please respond as you really feel, rather than how you think most people feel or how
you think you should feel.
Answer choices for each question: 5: Strongly agree – Strongly disagree
a. My ideal vacation spot would be a remote, wilderness area.
b. I always think about how my actions affect the environment.
c. My connection to nature and the environment is a part of my spirituality.
d. I take notice of wildlife wherever I am.
e. My relationship to nature is an important part of who I am.
f. I feel very connected to all living things and the earth.
4. Demographic Questions
a. What discipline do you most identify with?
Answer choices: Fine Arts, Humanities, Social Sciences, Business, Natural Sciences,
Education
b. What is your year of birth?
c. Choose one or more races that you consider yourself to be:
Answer choices: White, Black or African American, American Indian or Alaska Native,
Asian, Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, Other __________
d. Are you Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino or none of these?
Answer choices: Yes, None of these
e. What sex do you identify with?
Answer choices: Male, Female, Non-binary, Prefer not to say
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f. Which of the following best describes your hometown?
Answer choices: Urban, Suburban, Rural
g. Did you vote in the last election?
Answer choices: Yes, No

If you expect to receive extra credit for participation in this research study, please follow this
link to provide information that will be provided to your instructor, so you can receive the credit.
Your survey anonymity will be maintained.
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APPENDIX C: DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SURVEY
QUESTIONNAIRE PARTICIPANTS
Demographic characteristic
Major
Natural Sciences
Social Sciences
Business
Fine Arts
Education
Humanities
Year in school
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
Race/Ethnicity
White or European American
East Asian or Asian American
American Indian, Native American, Native Alaskan, or
First Peoples
Not important
African American or Black
Middle Eastern or Arab American
Latina American, Latina, Hispanic
CODA
Spanish/Hispanic/Latino Yes
No
Gender
Male
Female
Nonbinary
Hometown
Urban
Sub urban
Rural
Vote
Yes
No
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Percentage
14.83
22.18
23.3
9.32
23.72
9.32
67.79
13.13
11.01
8.89
2.11
86
2.11
0.42
0.42
7.18
0.42
2.94
0.42
9.74
90.25
30.5
69.06
0.42
13.13
59.74
27.11
40.25
59.74

